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Tackling Bias in Sport: Recognizing the Impact of Identities

Meg Hancock*

“If we know how sport is organized, the type of games played, the way winners and losers are treated, the type and amount of compensation given to the participants, and the rules enforced, then we surely know a great deal about the larger society in which it exists. Conversely, if we know the values of a society, the type of economy, the way minority groups are treated, and the political structure, then we would also have the important clues about how sport in that society is likely organized.”

Stanley Eitzen

ABSTRACT

Studies suggest participation in organized sports—from childhood to adulthood—promotes positive physical, social, emotional, and intellectual benefits that impact individuals and their communities over a lifetime. Sports participation in early childhood and adolescence also leads to higher self-esteem, greater wage-earning potential, lower health costs, reduced chronic disease, and lower levels of depression. In adulthood, participating in sports provides social connection, personal enjoyment, and improved health. In US society, sports are often viewed as a popular, viable, and sustainable avenue for social mobility. While the benefits of sports participation are unequivocal, the visibility and influence of star athletes, along with the way sports are embedded in US culture, may perpetuate the impression that sports—and their benefits—are broadly accessible to all people. While this is true for some, access to organized sports and associated benefits vary widely by sex, race, sexual orientation, and gender identity. More specifically, women, persons of color, and members of the LGBTQ+ community may be less likely to participate in organized sports due to discrimination and harassment experienced in various settings. This Article illustrates the intersectionality of social identities, institutions, and law as they inhibit
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a person or group’s access to sports based on race, sex, gender identity, or sexual orientation and explores how existing legal antidiscrimination frameworks might help promote access to sports, particularly for historically disadvantaged groups.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Valued at nearly a half-trillion dollars, organized sports are ubiquitous in the United States. The youth sports (ages 6–17) industry is valued at $19 billion, with some towns investing several million dollars in state-of-the-art training and event complexes. Soccer Shots, i9 Sports, and D1Training are but a handful of franchises designed to grow youth sports. The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), the largest governing body in college sports, generated $1.14

---


3. Madeleine Orr, Yuhei Inoue, Russell Seymour & Greg Dingle, Impacts of Climate Change on Organized Sport: A Scoping Review, WIREs CLIMATE CHANGE, May 2022, at 1, 1 (defining "sports" as "(1) competition, (2) physical activity, and (3) structures underpinned by rules or laws.") (citations omitted).


billion in revenue, mostly from television and marketing rights as well as championship events like March Madness.\textsuperscript{6} In 2021, the NCAA began allowing athletes to use their name, image, and likeness (NIL) to earn compensation.\textsuperscript{7} Now, twenty-four NCAA athletes have NIL valuations of over one million dollars and over 100 athletes are valued at greater than $500,000.\textsuperscript{8} These valuations are often based on social media reach, which expands the athlete brand and, in some cases, the reach of their respective institutions.\textsuperscript{9}

For example, in providing guidance on Texas state law, The University of Texas explained that student-athletes are prohibited from “earning NIL-compensation in exchange for property owned by The University of Texas or Texas Athletics, or for providing an endorsement while using intellectual property or other property owned by The University of Texas or Texas Athletics.”\textsuperscript{10} As such, athletes are prohibited from wearing University of Texas colors and logos for their individual NIL deals.\textsuperscript{11} However, the University of Texas partnered with a licensing company that allows individual athletes to enter into co-licensing agreements to use university trademarks, colors, and logos, thus expanding the brand of the athlete and University of Texas.\textsuperscript{12}

The “Big Five” professional sports organizations—National Football League (NFL), National Basketball Association (NBA), National Hockey League (NHL), Major League Baseball (MLB), and Major League Soccer (MLS)—continue to increase revenue through expanded media rights, obtaining a global presence by hosting


\textsuperscript{9} See id.


\textsuperscript{11} UNIV. OF TEX., supra note 10.

\textsuperscript{12} Tamera H. Bennett, Can A Student Athlete [NIL] Use the University’s Trademarks, Logos, Colors?, BENNETT L. OFF. (Nov. 11, 2021), https://www.tbennettlaw.com/blog/2021/10/28/nll-can-a-student-athlete-use-the-schools-colors-logo-mascot-jersey-endorsement [https://perma.cc/L4SF-3AL2].
exhibition as well as in-season games in countries outside the United States, and global licensing and merchandising efforts. Women’s professional sports organizations, like the Women’s National Basketball Association (WNBA) and National Women’s Soccer League (NWSL), have experienced exponential growth in sponsorship, marketing budget, and fan engagement (e.g., attendance, social media, and viewership).

Studies suggest participation in organized sports—from childhood to adulthood—promotes positive physical, social, emotional, and intellectual benefits. This in turn impacts individuals and their communities. Specifically, sports participation in early childhood and adolescence leads to higher self-esteem, greater wage earning potential, lower health costs, reduced chronic disease, and lower levels of depression. In adulthood, participating in sport provides social connection, personal enjoyment, and improved health. Overall, US society views sports participation as a popular, viable, and sustainable avenue for social mobility.

While the benefits of sports participation are unequivocal, the visibility and influence of star athletes may perpetuate the impression that sports—and their benefits—are broadly accessible to all people. While this is true for some, access to organized sports and associated benefits vary widely by sex, race, sexual

---


orientation, and gender identity. More specifically, women, people of color, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer/questioning, and other non-heterosexual or non-cisgender (LGBTQ+) individuals may be less likely to participate in organized sport due to discrimination and harassment experienced in various settings.

This Article illustrates the intersectionality of social identities, institutions, and law as they inhibit a person or group’s access to sports based on race, sex, gender identity, or sexual orientation. Part II focuses on a brief history of sports in the United States. This history illustrates the economic and educational structures that affected sport participation for women, people of color, and sexual and gender minorities. Part III examines how the layering of identities, specifically of those who are oppressed, impact access to sports and its benefits. Throughout, this Article explores how existing legal antidiscrimination frameworks might help promote access to sports, particularly for historically disadvantaged groups.

II. The Exclusionary History of Sports in the United States

Sports have been an important thread in North America’s social, cultural, and economic fabric for several hundred years. Until the twentieth century, sport was primarily a domain for wealthy, white, heterosexual men. Women remained in the domestic sphere, primarily due to the social expectation that a woman’s purpose was to be a mother.

---


22. “Sexual and gender minority (SGM) populations include, but are not limited to, individuals who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, asexual, transgender, Two-Spirit, queer, and/or intersex.” About SGMRO, NAT’L INSTS. OF HEALTH, https://dpcpsi.nih.gov/sgmro#:~:text=Sexual%20and%20gender%20minority%20(SGM)%20populations%20include%2C%20but%20are,%20also%20included [https://perma.cc/B52L-WGVN] (last visited Oct. 12, 2023).


and wife.\textsuperscript{25} While sports were perceived as an activity to increase the strength and vitality of men, medical professionals suggested women’s participation in physical activity would detract from the viability of the female reproductive system.\textsuperscript{26} Moreover, societal gender roles deemed physical exertion “unladylike,” contravening the expectation that women present themselves as submissive, passive, and diminutive.\textsuperscript{27} Conversely, sports perpetuated assertiveness, dominance, aggression, and competitiveness—defining roles for men.\textsuperscript{28} These traditional gender role expectations became deeply entrenched in American society.\textsuperscript{29} As a result, women were often denied equal opportunities in accessing education, sports, and careers.\textsuperscript{30}

During the late 1800s, women from elite social classes would play tennis, croquet, and bowling.\textsuperscript{31} Women who were white and could afford to attend a college or university could participate in competitive sports, but school administrators limited women’s participation to intramurals or “play days” to limit “over-competitiveness.”\textsuperscript{32} Colleges and universities coordinated play days in which women from different institutions could participate in games and sports; the impetus was on socialization, not competition or winning.\textsuperscript{33} At the turn of the early twentieth century, the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) began to take shape by offering intercollegiate athletic competitions and championships for men; women could compete, but the NCAA did not host championships for women.\textsuperscript{34} In 1941, the American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation Division for Girls’ and Women’s Sport (DGWS) established the Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (CIAW) which later became the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW).\textsuperscript{35}

\textsuperscript{25} See id. at 7.
\textsuperscript{26} See id. at 40–41.
\textsuperscript{27} Id.
\textsuperscript{29} See id.
\textsuperscript{30} See id.
\textsuperscript{31} See WOMEN IN SPORT: ISSUES AND CONTROVERSIES, supra note 24, at 42–43.
\textsuperscript{32} Id.
\textsuperscript{33} See Lynn E. Couturier, ‘Play with Us, Not Against Us’: The Debate About Play Days in the Regulation of Women’s Sport, 25 INT'L J. HIST. SPORT 421, 421–22 (2008).
From its inception, the AIAW sponsored intercollegiate competitions and championships for women. The AIAW espoused an educational model that emphasized sport programs that: (a) were compatible with educational missions of institutions, (b) were developed in accordance with student interest, and (c) cultivated women’s leadership. While the AIAW disbanded in 1982, the NCAA continues to host dozens of women’s championships. Despite these advancements, women’s sports still receive 40 percent or less of college athletics funding.

Following the abolition of slavery, social relationships among races remained strained. The rise of Jim Crow laws across the southern United States denied African Americans access to white sports facilities, teams, competitions, and leagues. Schools and colleges were segregated, limiting intermural athletics to competition between schools of like races. Segregation stifled countless talented Black athletes, depriving them of equal opportunities and recognition. Additionally, Black athletes were often relegated to separate leagues or barred from participating in major competitions, hindering their ability to showcase their skills on a national stage. Black athletes formed their own leagues at both the college and professional levels in response to this exclusion. The “Negro” leagues provided opportunities for talented Black baseball players who the MLB had excluded. Black athletes attending Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU) played in Black leagues. While women continued to experience discrimination in educational settings, HBCUs supported

36. See id. at 45.
37. See id. at 48.
38. See id. app. at 245.
40. See generally U.S. CONST. amend. XIII, § 1.
42. See id.
44. See id.
45. See id.
46. See id.
and promoted women’s sports at their respective institutions. Such opportunities were rarely available for women at predominately white institutions. After integration, many southern colleges still refused to play HBCUs or schools that had Black players. However, when the all-Black Texas Western University team defeated the all-white basketball University of Kentucky team in the 1966 NCAA National Basketball Championship, historically white colleges began to recruit non-white players.

Beyond racial discrimination, sports also have historically been unwelcoming to LGBTQ+ participants. Sports have long been referred to as “the deepest closet.” This metaphorical expression highlights the challenges and barriers LGBTQ+ individuals face in the sports context. It suggests that the sports community can be a particularly challenging and unwelcoming environment for LGBTQ+ individuals, forcing them to hide or conceal their sexual or gender identities. Before 1975, athletes rarely shared their sexual orientation publicly. It was only after former NFL player Dave Kopay disclosed his sexual orientation that LGBTQ+ athletes began to discuss their sexual identities, but usually only after retiring from their respective sports.

49. See id.
50. See Williams, supra note 35, at 123.
52. See PAT GRIFFIN, STRONG WOMEN, DEEP CLOSETS: LESBIANS AND HOMOPHOBIA IN SPORT 35–36, 53–54 (Becky Lane et al. eds., 1st ed. 1998).
55. GRIFFIN, supra note 52, at 55, 93, 99–100.
56. See id. at 38, 42. According to Griffin’s work, the cultural consensus was that identifying as LGBTQ+ was “sinful” and “psychologically deviant.” See id. at 38, 79.
Over the last several decades, athletes at all levels of competition have become more outspoken about their sexual and gender identities. Still, students on sports teams report experiencing discrimination and harassment based on their sexual orientation. In recent years, national sport governing bodies like the NCAA have become more conservative in their policies regarding transgender student-athlete participation. Several states have banned transgender student-athlete participation in organized sports.

The history of sports in the United States reflects the broader societal struggles for gender equality, racial justice, and LGBTQ+ rights. It underscores the power of sports not only as a source of entertainment and competition, but also as a mirror to the evolving values and beliefs of our society. Moreover, the history and structure of sport participation in the United States reflects the covert and overt social bias embedded in US culture that perpetuates exclusionary and discriminatory practices by governmental and private entities. Thus, it is important to examine the compounding effect of social systems on marginalized identities and how such systems inhibit access sport and its benefits.

III. SPORT AS A MICROCOSM

Sports sociologist D. Stanley Eitzen suggested that “(1) sport is a microcosm of the larger society and, as such, reflects or mirrors the broader social milieu and (2) sport is inexorably intertwined with other institutions” (e.g., religion, education, polity, and economics). Undoubtedly, the history of sports in the United States mirrors the broader social environment and demonstrates a connectedness to other institutions. Still, our understanding of sports often looks at identities as monolithic and binary—man versus woman, Black versus white, and so on.
poor versus wealthy, and gay versus straight. Society often fails to consider how the intersection of identities either precludes participation in sports or leads to predefined pathways of participation.

Intersectionality, a term coined by Kimberlé Crenshaw, is a framework that recognizes how multiple social identities, such as race, gender, class, and sexual orientation, can intersect and result in unique and compounded forms of discrimination.\(^6^3\) It acknowledges that individuals do not experience discrimination in isolated silos but rather in interconnected ways, making it imperative to address these multifaceted aspects of identity when evaluating claims of unequal treatment and access.\(^6^4\)

This framework of intersectionality is relevant to an understanding of “sports opportunity structures.”\(^6^5\) Sports opportunity structures consist of access to sports facilities, coaching, funding, competition, and pathways for advancement within the sporting world.\(^6^6\) Thus, in a structure designed to provide “opportunity,” many athletes may experience limitations or discrimination based on location, income, gender, race, resource allocation, stereotyping, and bias.\(^6^7\) The following section explores the intersectionality of identities in youth sport and how identities may preclude sport participation and the benefits therein.

A. Youth Participation in Sports

Despite the immediate and long-term benefits of participation in sports, youth participation rates are relatively low.\(^6^8\) Many young
people do not have access to sports in the first instance or stop pursuing sports at a young age.\textsuperscript{69} Children spend less than three years participating in organized sports and often quit before age 11.\textsuperscript{70} Money is one of the biggest drivers of participation.\textsuperscript{71} On average, it costs $883 per year for a child to participate in organized sports.\textsuperscript{72} Participation costs may include league registration, equipment, travel, lessons, and camps.\textsuperscript{73} As such, participation in certain sports may be cost-prohibitive for some families,\textsuperscript{74} as many US families live below the poverty line.\textsuperscript{75}

The challenges accompanying poverty are then further exacerbated for specific demographics.\textsuperscript{76} For example, nearly 25 percent (2.7 million) of Black children and 24 percent (4.5 million) of Latinx children live below the poverty line compared to 11.3 percent (4.1 million) of White children.\textsuperscript{76}

\textsuperscript{69} \textit{Youth Participation Rates}, supra note 68.


\textsuperscript{72} \textit{Challenges}, supra note 71.

\textsuperscript{73} Id.

\textsuperscript{74} \textit{Youth Participation Rates}, supra note 68. Ice hockey tends to be the most expensive sport ($2,583 per child) on an annual basis, while track and field ($191 per child) is the least expensive. Solomon, supra note 70.

\textsuperscript{75} See \textit{What Does Living at the Poverty Line Look Like?}, USA FACTS, https://usafacts.org/articles/what-does-living-at-the-poverty-line-look-like/#:~:text=How%20many%20people%20are%20living%20or%20below%20the%20poverty%20level [https://perma.cc/K5HN-2F5G] (last visited Oct. 10, 2023). In 2023, the federal poverty level for a family of four was $30,000. \textit{Federal Poverty Level (FPL)}, HEALTHCARE.GOV, https://www.healthcare.gov/glossary/federal-poverty-level-fpl/ [https://perma.cc/K7FC-LsWU] (last visited Oct. 10, 2023). In 2020, only 31 percent of children living below the poverty line played organized youth sports compared to 50 percent of children in families with incomes between and up to four times the poverty level; more than 70 percent of children with household incomes more than four times the poverty level participated. LINDSEY L. BLACK, EMILY P. TERLIZZI & ANJEL VAHRATIAN, \textit{ORGANIZED SPORTS PARTICIPATION AMONG CHILDREN AGED 6–17 YEARS: UNITED STATES, 2020} 3 (Aug. 2022), https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/databriefs/db441.pdf [https://perma.cc/3YV4-7KU4]. To further clarify, approximately 12.5 million children lived in poverty during February 2022, which means 9 million children likely were not able to experience the benefits of organized sports. Zachary Parolin, Sophie Collyer & Megan A. Curran, \textit{Monthly Poverty in 2022 Remains Elevated in February}, 6 CTL. ON POVERTY & SOC. POL’Y 1, 2 (Mar. 23, 2022); see BLACK ET AL., supra, at 3 (showing only about 1/3 of children below the poverty line participated in sports in 2021).

\textsuperscript{76} See Parolin et al., supra note 75, at 2.
million) of white children. Thus, the pipeline for participation and, perhaps, future benefits of participation narrows.

Many public schools that predominantly serve students of color have far fewer sports teams on which students can participate. When participation opportunities are available, men from racialized minority groups have more opportunities than young women of the same demographic. There are already fewer opportunities for girls to participate in interscholastic sports; however, young women of color may have even fewer opportunities.

Students identifying as part of the LGBTQ+ community are half as likely as students not identifying as part of the LGBTQ+ community to participate in interscholastic sports. Moreover, coaches and staff have prevented or discouraged LGBTQ+ athletes from playing school sports. To date, twenty-three states have passed laws banning transgender students from participating in sports consistent with their gender identity, though some differ based on age and level of education. For example, Kentucky prohibits transgender students from participating in sports consistent with their gender identity in grades 6–12, whereas Iowa and Kansas banned transgender athletes in public and private K-12 schools and institutions of higher education alike. In states without laws prohibiting transgender participation, high school athletic associations may create guidelines dictating how

---

77. Id.
80. Id.
81. Id.
82. GLSEN I, supra note 20.
83. Id.
84. MOVEMENT ADVANCEMENT PROJECT, supra note 61.
transgender athletes can compete. For instance, the Ohio High School Athletic Association generally allows transgender athlete participation if a doctor has not prescribed the athlete hormone treatment for the purposes of transition. If the athlete has started hormone treatment, guidelines differ for transgender individuals.

1. Impact of Title IX

Title IX prohibits sex discrimination in federally funded education programs, including athletics. As such, schools can offer separate competitive athletic programs for male and female students as long as they are equitable in their facilities, supplies, and other support. Women’s participation in organized interscholastic and intercollegiate sports grew exponentially when Title IX was enacted.

However, since Title IX pertains to sex rather than race, it does not necessarily account for or address systemic racism embedded in educational structures. Moreover, Title IX does not account for the income level of an individual or community; therefore, underfunded schools—most often found in racially marginalized communities—may provide limited or no opportunity for sport participation. Consequently, Black and Latinx women may find themselves at the challenging intersection of sex, race, and income level thereby limiting the social, physical, mental, academic, and occupational benefits typically gained through participation in sports.

87. Id. at 3.
88. Id.
90. Id.; NCAA, Title IX Frequently Asked Questions, https://www.ncaa.org/sports/2014/1/27/title-ix-frequently-asked-questions.aspx#athletics ("Title IX does not require that each team receive exactly the same services and supplies. Rather, Title IX requires that the men and women’s program receive the same level of service, facilities, supplies and etc. Variations within the men and women’s program are allowed, as long as the variations are justified.").
92. Id. at 11.
93. Id. at 59.
2. Impact of Equal Protection

In considering the intersection of law, policy, gender identity, and sexual orientation, institutional limitations on participation and overall unsafe educational spaces suggest many LGBTQ+ youth may not feel safe at school. They are therefore inhibited from participation in school athletics and the accompanying lifetime benefits. Where state actors—like publicly funded K-12 schools and universities—are concerned, potential Equal Protection Clause concerns arise.

The Equal Protection Clause of the US Constitution ensures that no state or state actor shall deny any person within its jurisdiction equal protection of the laws. As a threshold matter, the promise of equal protection of the law is limited to discrimination by governmental entities, not by private parties. State-run schools are governmental entities and are therefore required to avoid distribution of benefits or burdens based on a protected characteristic. The application of this principle to sports participation is critical to not only guaranteeing that state institutions afford athletes, regardless of their protected characteristics, equal opportunities to participate in sports, but also the well-established benefits such participation offers. For institutional limitations to be placed on participation in sports based on well-recognized protected characteristics, these burdens must be justified under either intermediate or strict judicial scrutiny. Applying these standards of review, however, no such limitations on participation in sports can be justified; there is no interest in depriving the benefits of this participation that can support the burden of denying participation.

Recently, in Hecox v. Little, the US Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit affirmed the grant of a preliminary injunction against an Idaho law that banned transgender women and girls from participating in sport. The court cited Bostock v. Clayton County, which extended the definition of sex discrimination to include discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity as it pertained to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. In Hecox, the Ninth Circuit held

---

94. GLSEN I, supra note 20.
95. Id.
96. U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1.
98. See, e.g., Students for Fair Admissions, Inc. v. President & Fellows of Harv. Coll., 143 S. Ct. 2141, 2156 n.2 (2023). While the Equal Protection Clause applies only to state actors, Title VI applies to institutions which accept federal funds. Id.
100. Hecox v. Little, 79 F.4th 1009, 1026 (9th Cir. 2023).
that heightened scrutiny applied to the Idaho law because it impermissibly discriminated on the basis of sex through its transgender athlete ban.102

While Bostock made significant headway in terms of combatting forms of discrimination linked to sex, anti-LGBTQ+ laws persist, impacting participation in educational settings, including sports.103 As such, LGBTQ+ college athletes may be more likely to attend schools in states where anti-LGBTQ+ legislation does not exist. Alternatively, LGBTQ+ athletes may choose to attend schools with athletic departments that have nondiscrimination and inclusion policies for LGBTQ+ athletes, coaches, and fans even in states with anti-LGBTQ+ legislation. To put this in context, about 20 percent of Generation Z Americans—many of whom are in college—identify as LGBTQ+.104 Yet only 35 percent of NCAA Division I athletic departments have publicly accessible LGBTQ+ nondiscrimination policies inclusive of athletes, fans, and coaches.105

B. Employment in Sport Organizations

Organizations with diverse staff often have higher levels of productivity, greater innovation, and increased revenue generation.106 Moreover, when diverse identities are represented in the leadership and management of organizations, employees experience greater inclusion and higher levels of job satisfaction—all of which reduce job turnover.107 Consider the following demographics of NCAA Division I athletic departments. Men lead the majority of athletic departments

102. Hecox, 79 F.4th at 1021 (explaining the law discriminates on the basis on sex, as it did not apply to males, and transgender status, the court applied this higher standard of scrutiny to conclude the law did not survive heightened scrutiny).

103. See generally MOVEMENT ADVANCEMENT PROJECT, supra note 61.


107. Id.
and athletic teams, including women’s teams. Team physicians are also predominately white men. In contrast, over one-third of all intercollegiate athletes are athletes of color. Despite a diverse athlete population, white men and women hold more than 80 percent of the positions of assistant athletic director, associate athletic director, and athletic director. These administrators have strategic decision-making roles and access to resources for allocation to various athletics teams, departments, and strategic department initiatives. The dominance of white men in decision-making positions perpetuates homologous reproduction. Homologous reproduction is the process whereby a dominant group of people within an organization guards their power and privilege by recruiting, hiring, and promoting people they see as like them. Moreover, the repercussions of homologous reproduction sports organizations may lead to lower proportions of underrepresented groups in management positions, fewer diverse role models, the perpetuation of stereotypes, and occupational de facto sex segregation.

Generally, professional sports organizations have more diversity in their front offices and coaching staffs, particularly related to race and gender. Still, decision-makers, such as presidents and general managers in league offices, are white and male. While women generally hold fewer leadership positions in sport, the layering of gender and racial identities appear to limit opportunities even more so

109. Id.
110. Id.
111. Id. (reporting that 83 percent of athletic directors, 83 percent of assistant athletic directors, and 82 percent of associate athletic directors identify as white).
114. See id.
115. See id. at 49.
116. See Richard E. Lapchick, The Inst. for Diversity & Ethics in Sport, 2022 Racial & Gender Report Card 1, 2 (Asia Ervin et al. eds., 2022) [hereinafter Lapchick, Report Card], https://www.tidesport.org/_files/ugd/ac4087_31b60a6a51574cbe9b552831c0fcbd3f.pdf [https://perma.cc/4BH4-NMSL] (finding that racial and gender hiring practices in professional sports leagues have generally increased but “that professional sport’s front offices hiring practices do not nearly reflect the number of players of color competing in the game”).
117. Id. at 34.
for Black and African American women. Aggregated data on sexual minority status and disability is not publicly available.

League offices of most major professional sports, however, have made a concerted effort to hire diverse staff. For example, the NBA sponsors NBA Access, Support, Coaching, Exposure, Networking, and Development (ASCEND) to match talented women of color with executive sponsors across the league to promote growth and development of program participants. Major League Soccer (MLS) promotes internship opportunities to students attending HBCUs; MLS also developed the McKinsey Leadership Academic to accelerate the advancement of Black, Asian, Hispanic, and Latino professionals. NBA Pride connects LGBTQ+ employees and allies to “foster an environment in which all employees feel empowered and encouraged to bring their whole selves to work each day.”

Some league offices demonstrate a commitment to diversity by engaging in initiatives and opportunities to advance women and people of color in professional sports organizations. As such, the leadership and decision-making structures may seem to stand in sharp contrast to those in intercollegiate athletics. To be clear, while league offices are making efforts to increase diversity, team front offices may be less so. In short, all intercollegiate and professional sports organizations have room to improve the diversity of their administrative structures, which

118. See id. at 3.
119. See generally id. at 35 (analyzing only racial and gender hiring practices of major sports leagues, despite touting itself as “a comprehensive review and analysis of the hiring practices”).
120. See id. at 2.
121. Id. at 6.
124. LAPCHICK, REPORT CARD, supra note 117, at 1.
125. Id. at 35. For example, in 2022, 82.1 percent of those holding the position of team CEO/president in MLS are white. LAPCHICK, MLS, supra note 123, at 46. 68.8 percent of MLB executive level managers (e.g., chief financial officers, chief operating officers) were white. LAPCHICK, REPORT CARD, supra note 117, at 12. In 2022, 96.9 percent of NFL team owners were white and 78.1 percent were male. RICHARD E. LAPCHICK, THE INST. FOR DIVERSITY & ETHICS IN SPORT, THE 2022 RACIAL AND GENDER REPORT CARD: NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE 1, 3 (Asia Ervin et al. eds., 2022), https://www.tidesport.org/_files/ugd/ac4087_d74e4a674334087b6c4506f6d353a48.pdf [https://perma.cc/AK7H-7VLF].
can help mitigate bias and promote inclusion for employees and athletes.

Federal law prohibits the government and, in some cases, private employers from discriminating against individuals based on certain protected characteristics such as race and sex. Employment laws, including Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, draw on this constitutional principle to prohibit workplace discrimination. As legal scholar Paul E. McGreal notes, not all discrimination is overt. While Title VII and Title IX provide protections for people in suspect or quasi-suspect classes, the embedded bias in organizational and institutional structures may result in hiring inequity and discrimination.

IV. CONCLUSION

Sports participation is an integral part of US society, and institutional barriers to sports participation can have far-reaching legal and social implications when such denial disproportionately impacts protected groups. The benefits of sports are myriad, from the youth to professional levels and including athletes and other participants alike. Structures rooted in systems of racism, sexism, homophobia, and transphobia often inhibit access to sports. When institutional structures deprive marginalized groups of the benefits accompanying sports participation, gaps in health, education, economic status, and equality only grow larger. Therefore, policy makers should consider the generational impacts on individuals and groups when creating legislation that promotes discrimination instead of inclusion. While policy and legal measures alone may not eliminate bias and discrimination, they provide a solid foundation for change by signaling a commitment to equality, thus setting the stage for broader societal transformation.

129. See NCAA, supra note 109 (showing the hiring disparities present in college athletics programs).
130. Benefits, supra note 68 (discussing the various benefits afforded to children who participate in sports).
131. See Why Play Matters, supra note 16.
132. See generally MOVEMENT ADVANCEMENT PROJECT, supra note 61; STAUROWSKY ET AL., supra note 91; Joseph John Gurgis, Gretchen Kerr & Simon Darnell, ‘Safe Sport Is Not for Everyone’: Equity-Deserving Athletes’ Perspectives of, Experiences and Recommendations for Safe Sport, FRONTIERS PSYCH., at 1, 10 (2022).